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TITLE
Translation Wings of Truth
Japanese 真実 の 翼

Romanization shinjitsu no tsubasa
English definition truth ’s wing(s)

Grammar role NOUN PARTICLE NOUN

ARTIST
Romanization Black Gene For the Next Scene

LYRICS
Translation The time I was with you gave me the strength of eternity now
Japanese 君 と いた 時間 が くれた 永遠 の 強さ を 今

Romanization kimi to ita jikan ga kureta towa no tsuyosa o ima
English definition you ←"with" (the 

previously 
stated)

was / were time ←marks the 
previously stated 
as the subject of 

the following 
verb

gave (from 
someone to 

speaker)

eternity / 
immortality / 

timeless (usually 
read as "eien", 
but "towa" is 
more poetic)

’s strength ←marks the 
previously stated 

noun as the 
object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

now

Grammar role PRONOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated from i-
adjective ending 

into ~sa noun 
ending (used to 
measure degree 

of ~ness 
objectively (not 
influenced by 

feelings))

adverbial noun

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE I-ADJECTIVE
reference in いる くれる 強い
dictionary iru kureru tsuyoi
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"be / is / am / 
are" (done by 

animate object)

give (from 
someone to 

speaker)

strong

Translation If [I] close [my] eyes to the ends of a floating world[,]
Japanese 瞳 を 閉じれば 浮かぶ 世界 の 果て に

Romanization hitomi o tojireba ukabu sekai no hate ni
English definition eye(s) ←marks the 

previously stated 
noun as the 

object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

if close float world ’s the limit(s) / the 
end(s) / the 
boundary

←marks the 
previously stated 

as the 
destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

Grammar role NOUN PARTICLE VERB VERB NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE
conjugated to 

conditional ~ba 
form to mean "if"

conjugated to 
present tense and 

serving as an 
adjective for the 

following→
Form to PRESENT TENSE

reference in 閉じる
dictionary tojiru

close

Translation tightly grasp thoughts of you which can't completely be taken hold of and
Japanese 摑み きれない 君 の 思い 握り しめ

Romanization tsukami kirenai kimi no omoi nigiri shime
English definition seize / grab / take 

hold of
←"can't ~ 

completely" the 
previously stated 

verb (due to 
there being too 

much to ~)

you ’s thoughts / 
feelings

grasp / clutch / 
grip

tighten

Grammar role VERB VERB PRONOUN PARTICLE NOUN VERB VERB
conjugated to 

continuative pre-
masu form 

(sounds formal) 
used to connect 
this action to the 

next →

conjugated to 
negative 

potential form to 
mean "can not / 
not able to" and 

serving as an 
adjective for the 

following→

noun created 
from the 

continuative pre-
masu form of a 

verb

conjugated to 
continuative pre-

masu form 
(sounds formal) 
used to connect 
this action to the 

next →

conjugated to 
continuative pre-

masu form 
(sounds formal) 
used to connect 
this action to the 

next →

Form to PRESENT TENSE POTENTIAL FORM PRESENT TENSE 
VERB

PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE

reference in 掴む きれる 思う 握る 締める
dictionary tsukamu kireru omou nigiru shimeru
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seize / grab / take 
hold of

"can completely 
~" the previously 

stated verb

think / feel grasp / clutch / 
grip

tighten

PRESENT TENSE
きる
kiru

"completely ~" 
the previously 

stated verb

Translation The proof exchanged with the darkness extends to the future and
Japanese 闇 と 交わした  証 は 未来 へ 差し伸べ

Romanization yami to kawashita akashi wa mirai e sashi-nobe
English definition darkness ←"with" (the 

previously 
stated)

exchanged proof / evidence ←marks what 
was previously 
stated as the 
primary topic

the future ←"to / toward" 
(marks the 

previously stated 
noun as the 

destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated))

hold out / reach 
out for / extend

Grammar role NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE VERB
conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated to 
continuative pre-

masu form 
(sounds formal) 
used to connect 
this action to the 

next →
Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE

reference in 交わす 差す
dictionary kawasu sasu

exchange hold out / reach 
out for / extend

Translation Burn time [and] the generation, now let us depart
Japanese 時 を 世代 を 燃えて 今 旅 たとう

Romanization toki o sedai o moete ima tabi tatou
English definition time ←marks the 

previously stated 
noun as the 

object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

generation / age ←marks the 
previously stated 

noun as the 
object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

burn now journey let us depart / 
shall we depart

Grammar role NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN NOUN VERB
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conjugated to 
~te form used for 
soft commands

adverbial noun conjutated to 
volitional form to 

suggest doing 
something with 

the listener

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE
reference in 燃える 立つ
dictionary moeru tatsu

burn depart

Translation Rise against, and obtain, surely the wings of truth
Japanese 立ち向かえ 手 に 入れて こそ 真実 の 翼

Romanization tachi-mukae te ni irete koso shinjitsu no tsubasa
English definition stand up against 

/ oppose / face
hand(s) ←marks the 

previously stated 
as the 

destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

obtain ←emphasizes 
the previously 
stated word  / 

"for sure" / 
"precisely the 

thing"

truth ’s wing(s)

Grammar role VERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
conjugated to 

imperative 
command form

conjugated to 
continuative ~te 

form used to 
connect this 

action to the next 
→

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE
reference in 立ち向かう 入れる
dictionary tachi-mukau ireru

stand up against 
/ oppose / face

obtain

Translation Wipe away loneliness
Japanese 孤独 を 拭い 去れ

Romanization kodoku o nugui sare
English definition alone / solitude / 

isolation / 
loneliness

←marks the 
previously stated 

noun as the 
object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

wipe / get rid of / 
erase

get rid of / 
remove

Grammar role NOUN PARTICLE VERB VERB
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conjugated to 
continuative pre-

masu form 
(sounds formal) 
used to connect 
this action to the 

next →

conjugated to 
imperative 

command form

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE
reference in 拭う 去る
dictionary nuguu saru

wipe / get rid of / 
erase

get rid of / 
remove

Translation The time I was with you gave me the strength of eternity now
Japanese 君 と いた 時間 が くれた 永遠 の 強さ を 今

Romanization kimi to ita jikan ga kureta towa no tsuyosa o ima
English definition you ←"with" (the 

previously 
stated)

was / were time ←marks the 
previously stated 
as the subject of 

the following 
verb

gave (from 
someone to 

speaker)

eternity / 
immortality / 

timeless (usually 
read as "eien", 
but "towa" is 
more poetic)

’s strength ←marks the 
previously stated 

noun as the 
object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

now

Grammar role PRONOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated from i-
adjective ending 

into ~sa noun 
ending (used to 
measure degree 

of ~ness 
objectively (not 
influenced by 

feelings))

adverbial noun

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE I-ADJECTIVE
reference in いる くれる 強い
dictionary iru kureru tsuyoi

"be / is / am / 
are" (done by 

animate object)

give (from 
someone to 

speaker)

strong

Translation Wings that can fly more [and] more higher
Japanese もっと もっと 上 に 飛べる 羽

Romanization motto motto ue ni toberu hane
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English definition more more over / above ←marks the 
previously stated 

as the 
destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

can fly / able to 
fly

wing(s)

Grammar role ADVERB ADVERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN
conjugated to 

potential form to 
mean "can / able 

to"
Form to PRESENT TENSE

reference in 飛ぶ
dictionary tobu

fly

Translation Certainly [you] can seize it in your hand
Japanese 必ず その 手 に 掘め

Romanization kanarazu sono te ni tsukame
English definition certainly / 

without fail / 
always

"that" 
(something in 

close proximity 
to listener)  / 

"your"

hand(s) ←marks the 
previously stated 

as the 
destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

POTENTIAL: "can 
/ able to seize / 
grab / take hold 
of" (kanji used 

implies digging) 
OR IMPERATIVE: 

"seize / grab / 
take hold of" 
(kanji used 

implies digging)
Grammar role ADVERB PRONOUN NOUN PARTICLE VERB

posessive passive or 
potential 

(conjugation is 
the same, have 

to use context to 
decide which is 

being used)
Form to PRESENT TENSE

reference in 掘める
dictionary tsukameru

seize / grab / take 
hold of (kanji 
used implies 

digging)

Translation The lurking shadow in the darkness circling in the era?
Japanese 時代 の 中 で 巡る 闇 に 潜む 陰 か

Romanization jidai no naka de meguru yami ni hisomu kage ka
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English definition a period / an era 
/ an age / a 
generation

’s inside ← "with / by" the 
previously stated 

noun

make a circle 
(around) / circle 

(something)

darkness ←marks the 
previously stated 

as the 
destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

lurk / lie in 
waiting / be 
hidden / be 
concealed

shadow(s) ←verbal 
question mark 
for what was 

previously stated

Grammar role NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE
conjugated to 
present tense

conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

Form to
reference in
dictionary

Translation [is] the final enemy that will steal your smile
Japanese 君 の 笑顔 を 奪う 最後 の 敵

Romanization kimi no egao o ubau saigo no teki
English definition you ’s smile ←marks the 

previously stated 
noun as the 

object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

steal end ’s enemy / enemies 
/ foe(s)

Grammar role PRONOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
conjugated to 

present tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

Translation A difficult distance as well as certainly the end[…]
Japanese 辛い 道のり も 必ず 終わり が

Romanization tsurai michi-nori mo kanarazu owari ga
English definition painful / difficult 

(emotionally) / 
hard

(a) distance / 
journey (distance 
from destination)

←"also / too / 
even" the 

previously stated

certainly / 
without fail / 

always

end ←marks the 
previously stated 
as the subject of 

the following 
verb

Grammar role ADJECTIVE NOUN PARTICLE ADVERB NOUN PARTICLE
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i-adjective type 
that modifies the 

following→

noun created 
from the 

continuative pre-
masu form of a 

verb
Form to PRESENT TENSE 

VERB
reference in 終わる
dictionary owaru

end

Translation […] is aiming for the light ahead and, come now, let's go on a journey
Japanese 目前 の 光 を 目指し さぁ 旅立とう

Romanization mokuzen no hikari o mezashi saa tabi-datou
English definition before one's eyes 

/ imminent / just 
ahead

’s light ←marks the 
previously stated 

noun as the 
object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

try for / aim at / 
aim to (go 

toward a goal)

come (now) / well 
/ c'mon / all right 
/ come along / so 
(used to urge or 
invite listener)

let us go on a 
journey / shall we 

embark on a 
journey

Grammar role NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE VERB INTERJECTION VERB
adjectivial noun 
(noun followed 

by "no" to turn it 
into an adjective)

conjugated to 
continuative pre-

masu form 
(sounds formal) 
used to connect 
this action to the 

next →

conjutated to 
volitional form to 

suggest doing 
something with 

the listener

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE
reference in 目指す 旅立つ
dictionary mezasu tabi-datsu

try for / aim at / 
aim to (go 

toward a goal)

go on a journey / 
embark on a 

journey

Translation Rise against, and obtain, surely the wings of truth
Japanese 立ち向かえ 手 に 入れて こそ 真実 の 翼

Romanization tachi-mukae te ni irete koso shinjitsu no tsubasa
English definition stand up against 

/ oppose / face
hand(s) ←marks the 

previously stated 
as the 

destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

obtain ←emphasizes 
the previously 
stated word  / 

"for sure" / 
"precisely the 

thing"

truth ’s wing(s)

Grammar role VERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
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conjugated to 
imperative 

command form

conjugated to 
continuative ~te 

form used to 
connect this 

action to the next 
→

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE
reference in 立ち向かう 入れる
dictionary tachi-mukau ireru

stand up against 
/ oppose / face

obtain

Translation It is not a parting! Wipe away the tears
Japanese 別れ で は ない さ 涙 拭い 去れ

Romanization wakare de wa nai sa namida nugui sare
English definition parting / 

separation / 
farewell

is ←marks what 
was previously 
stated as the 
primary topic

←"not ~" the 
previously stated

←indicates 
(typically) 
masculine 

assertion of what 
was previously 

stated

tear(s) wipe / get rid of / 
erase

get rid of / 
remove

Grammar role NOUN COPULA PARTICLE ADJECTIVE PARTICLE NOUN VERB VERB
noun created 

from the 
continuative pre-
masu form of a 

verb

conjugated to 
continuative ~te 

form used to 
connect this 

action to the next 
→

sentence ending i-
adjective type 
(that has "is" 

built in)

sentence ending conjugated to 
continuative pre-

masu form 
(sounds formal) 
used to connect 
this action to the 

next →

conjugated to 
imperative 

command form

Form to PRESENT TENSE 
VERB

PLAIN FORM PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE

reference in 別れる だ 拭う 去る
dictionary wakareru da nuguu saru

to part / separate is wipe / get rid of / 
erase

get rid of / 
remove

Translation The time I was with you gave me the strength of eternity now
Japanese 君 と いた 時間 が くれた 永遠 の 強さ を 今

Romanization kimi to ita jikan ga kureta towa no tsuyosa o ima
English definition you ←"with" (the 

previously 
stated)

was / were time ←marks the 
previously stated 
as the subject of 

the following 
verb

gave (from 
someone to 

speaker)

eternity / 
immortality / 

timeless (usually 
read as "eien", 
but "towa" is 
more poetic)

’s strength ←marks the 
previously stated 

noun as the 
object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

now

Grammar role PRONOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
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conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated from i-
adjective ending 

into ~sa noun 
ending (used to 
measure degree 

of ~ness 
objectively (not 
influenced by 

feelings))

adverbial noun

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE I-ADJECTIVE
reference in いる くれる 強い
dictionary iru kureru tsuyoi

"be / is / am / 
are" (done by 

animate object)

give (from 
someone to 

speaker)

strong

Translation Wings that can fly more [and] more higher
Japanese もっと もっと 上 に 飛べる 羽

Romanization motto motto ue ni toberu hane
English definition more more over / above ←marks the 

previously stated 
as the 

destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

can fly / able to 
fly

wing(s)

Grammar role ADVERB ADVERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN
conjugated to 

potential form to 
mean "can / able 

to"
Form to PRESENT TENSE

reference in 飛ぶ
dictionary tobu

fly

Translation Certainly [you] can seize it in your hand
Japanese 必ず その 手 に 掘め

Romanization kanarazu sono te ni tsukame
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English definition certainly / 
without fail / 

always

"that" 
(something in 

close proximity 
to listener)  / 

"your"

hand(s) ←marks the 
previously stated 

as the 
destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

POTENTIAL: "can 
/ able to seize / 
grab / take hold 
of" (kanji used 

implies digging) 
OR IMPERATIVE: 

"seize / grab / 
take hold of" 
(kanji used 

implies digging)
Grammar role ADVERB PRONOUN NOUN PARTICLE VERB

posessive passive or 
potential 

(conjugation is 
the same, have 

to use context to 
decide which is 

being used)
Form to PRESENT TENSE

reference in 掘める
dictionary tsukameru

seize / grab / take 
hold of (kanji 
used implies 

digging)

Translation A world of hope is on the other side
Japanese その 先 に ある 希望 の 世界

Romanization sono saki ni aru kibou no sekai
English definition "that" 

(something 
distant from 

speaker)  / "the"

ahead / the other 
side

←marks the 
previously stated 

as the 
destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

"be / is / am / 
are" (done by 

inanimate object)

hope ’s world

Grammar role PRONOUN NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
posessive adjectivial noun conjugated to 

present tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

Translation Under this sky
Japanese この 空 の 下

Romanization kono sora no shita
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English definition this (something 
in close 

proximity to 
speaker)

sky ’s under / below

Grammar role PRONOUN NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
posessive

Translation The time I was with you gave me the strength of eternity now
Japanese 君 と いた 時間 が くれた 永遠 の 強さ を 今

Romanization kimi to ita jikan ga kureta towa no tsuyosa o ima
English definition you ←"with" (the 

previously 
stated)

was / were time ←marks the 
previously stated 
as the subject of 

the following 
verb

gave (from 
someone to 

speaker)

eternity / 
immortality / 

timeless (usually 
read as "eien", 
but "towa" is 
more poetic)

’s strength ←marks the 
previously stated 

noun as the 
object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

now

Grammar role PRONOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated from i-
adjective ending 

into ~sa noun 
ending (used to 
measure degree 

of ~ness 
objectively (not 
influenced by 

feelings))

adverbial noun

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE I-ADJECTIVE
reference in いる くれる 強い
dictionary iru kureru tsuyoi

"be / is / am / 
are" (done by 

animate object)

give (from 
someone to 

speaker)

strong

Translation Wings that can fly more [and] more higher
Japanese もっと もっと 上 に 飛べる 羽

Romanization motto motto ue ni toberu hane
English definition more more over / above ←marks the 

previously stated 
as the 

destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

can fly / able to 
fly

wing(s)

Grammar role ADVERB ADVERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN
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conjugated to 
potential form to 
mean "can / able 

to"
Form to PRESENT TENSE

reference in 飛ぶ
dictionary tobu

fly

Translation Certainly [you] can seize it in your hand
Japanese 必ず その 手 に 掘め

Romanization kanarazu sono te ni tsukame
English definition certainly / 

without fail / 
always

"that" 
(something in 

close proximity 
to listener)  / 

"your"

hand(s) ←marks the 
previously stated 

as the 
destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

POTENTIAL: "can 
/ able to seize / 
grab / take hold 
of" (kanji used 

implies digging) 
OR IMPERATIVE: 

"seize / grab / 
take hold of" 
(kanji used 

implies digging)
Grammar role ADVERB PRONOUN NOUN PARTICLE VERB

posessive passive or 
potential 

(conjugation is 
the same, have 

to use context to 
decide which is 

being used)
Form to PRESENT TENSE

reference in 掘める
dictionary tsukameru

seize / grab / take 
hold of (kanji 
used implies 

digging)

Translation The time I was with you gave me the strength of eternity now
Japanese 君 と いた 時間 が くれた 永遠 の 強さ を 今

Romanization kimi to ita jikan ga kureta towa no tsuyosa o ima
English definition you ←"with" (the 

previously 
stated)

was / were time ←marks the 
previously stated 
as the subject of 

the following 
verb

gave (from 
someone to 

speaker)

eternity / 
immortality / 

timeless (usually 
read as "eien", 
but "towa" is 
more poetic)

’s strength ←marks the 
previously stated 

noun as the 
object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

now

Grammar role PRONOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
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conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated from i-
adjective ending 

into ~sa noun 
ending (used to 
measure degree 

of ~ness 
objectively (not 
influenced by 

feelings))

adverbial noun

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE I-ADJECTIVE
reference in いる くれる 強い
dictionary iru kureru tsuyoi

"be / is / am / 
are" (done by 

animate object)

give (from 
someone to 

speaker)

strong

Translation Advance more [and] more without fear, everything is there
Japanese もっと もっと 恐れず 進め 全て は そこ に ある

Romanization motto motto osorezu susume subete wa soko ni aru
English definition more more without fear advance / 

progress
everything, all ←marks what 

was previously 
stated as the 
primary topic

there (place near 
listener)

←marks the 
previously stated 

as the 
destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

"be / is / am / 
are" (done by 

inanimate object)

Grammar role ADVERB ADVERB VERB VERB NOUN PARTICLE PARTICLE VERB
conjugated to 

~zu form (sounds 
formal) to mean 
"without doing 

~"

conjugated to 
imperative 

command form

conjugated to 
present tense

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE
reference in 恐れる 進む
dictionary osoreru susumu

be afraid / be 
fearful

advance / 
progress

Translation The time I was with you gave me the strength of eternity now
Japanese 君 と いた 時間 が くれた 永遠 の 強さ を 今

Romanization kimi to ita jikan ga kureta towa no tsuyosa o ima
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English definition you ←"with" (the 
previously 

stated)

was / were time ←marks the 
previously stated 
as the subject of 

the following 
verb

gave (from 
someone to 

speaker)

eternity / 
immortality / 

timeless (usually 
read as "eien", 
but "towa" is 
more poetic)

’s strength ←marks the 
previously stated 

noun as the 
object used by 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

now

Grammar role PRONOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

conjugated from i-
adjective ending 

into ~sa noun 
ending (used to 
measure degree 

of ~ness 
objectively (not 
influenced by 

feelings))

adverbial noun

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE I-ADJECTIVE
reference in いる くれる 強い
dictionary iru kureru tsuyoi

"be / is / am / 
are" (done by 

animate object)

give (from 
someone to 

speaker)

strong

Translation Surely now if [you] spread [your] wings, I wonder if [you] will be able to see [it] in your hands
Japanese きっと 今 翼 広げれば その 手 に 見える かな

Romanization kitto ima tsubasa hirogereba sono te ni mieru ka na
English definition surely, 

undoubtedly 
now wing(s) if spread / if open "that" 

(something in 
close proximity 

to listener)  / 
"your"

hand(s) ←marks the 
previously stated 

as the 
destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

can see / able to 
see

←"I wonder (if)" 
about the 

previously stated

Grammar role ADVERB NOUN NOUN VERB PRONOUN NOUN PARTICLE VERB PARTICLE
adverbial noun conjugated to 

conditional ~ba 
form to mean "if"

posessive conjugated to 
potential form to 
mean "can / able 
to" and serving 
as an adjective 

for the 
following→

sentence ending

Form to PRESENT TENSE PRESENT TENSE
reference in 広げる 見る
dictionary hirogeru miru

spread / open see
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Translation A world of hope can be seen below, under this sky
Japanese 眼下 に 見える 希望 の 世界 この 空 の 下

Romanization ganka ni mieru kibou no sekai kono sora no shita
English definition under one's eyes 

/ below one's 
eyes

←marks the 
previously stated 

as the 
destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

can see / able to 
see

hope ’s world this (something 
in close 

proximity to 
speaker)

sky ’s under / below

Grammar role NOUN PARTICLE VERB NOUN PARTICLE NOUN PRONOUN NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
adjectivial noun conjugated to 

potential form to 
mean "can / able 
to" and serving 
as an adjective 

for the 
following→

posessive

Form to PRESENT TENSE
reference in 見る
dictionary miru

see

Translation The obtained is wings of truth
Japanese 手 に 入れた の は 真実 の 翼

Romanization te ni ireta no wa shinjitsu no tsubasa
English definition hand(s) ←marks the 

previously stated 
as the 

destination of 
the following 
verb (which 

might be 
artistically 
unstated)

obtained ←turns the 
previous verb 
into a noun  to 
mean  (~ing / to 

~)

←marks what 
was previously 
stated as the 
primary topic

truth ’s wing(s)

Grammar role NOUN PARTICLE VERB PARTICLE PARTICLE NOUN PARTICLE NOUN
conjugated to 
past tense and 
serving as an 

adjective for the 
following→

nominalizer 
(changes a verb 

into a noun)

Form to PRESENT TENSE POLITE 
EQUIVALENT

reference in 入れる こと
dictionary ireru koto
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put in ←turns the 
previous verb 
into a noun  to 
mean  (~ing / to 

~)
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